


Steady 
INFLOW into 
homelessness

About 75% of the people 
falling into homelessness 
are circumstantially 
homeless and have very 
brief or relatively brief 
stays in emergency 
shelters.

Relatively BRIEF 
stay in emergency 

shelters

Good 
OUTFLOW into 

housing

CAPACITY in the 
homeless service 

system

STATE OF HOMELESSNESS IN MAINE: PRE-PANDEMIC

About 25% have a bit longer 
stays in homelessness because 
they require a more significant 
intervention – such as RRH, 
Transitional Housing (DV and 
youth) or Permanent Supportive 
Housing (LTS/Chronic).

For the most part, people 
are getting out of 
homelessness rather 
predictably.  2% are 
staying, occupying beds 
for long periods of time.

Maine engaged in increasing 
capacity by creating outflow for 
the 2% LTS population - people 
with complex needs languishing 
in homelessness, and homeless 
Veterans.  The by name list 
strategies showed good results, 
but both efforts were incomplete.



Steady 
INFLOW into 
homelessness

About 75% of the people 
falling into homelessness 
are circumstantially 
homeless but LANGUISH
in emergency shelters 
and especially hotels.

Shelter and hotel 
placements for 
decompression; 
less focus on 

housing

Nearly NO 
OUTFLOW into 
housing except 
LTS and RRH 

but languishing 
circumstantial 
homelessness 

surpassed that.

NO CAPACITY in 
the homeless 

service system, 
and nearly no 

housing

STATE OF HOMELESSNESS IN MAINE: PANDEMIC!

About 25% have a bit longer 
stays in homelessness because 
they required a more significant 
intervention – such as RRH, 
Transitional Housing (DV and 
youth) or Permanent Supportive 
Housing (LTS/Chronic).

Essentially everyone is staying 
in shelters or hotels and 
stacking up. 

LTS continue to be housed and 
those numbers continued to 
slowly decrease.  Veterans 
increase then decrease again.  

Maine’s Homeless System 
is in CRISIS.  Hotels are 
suddenly closing, there is 
no housing, and shelters 
are at capacity.  The system 
is saturated.  



Think about that.  

EXITS TO PERMANENT HOUSING WERE 90% LOWER IN APRIL 
2022 THAN APRIL 2021



TRAIN CONTINUES TO BOARD, BUT DOESN’T GO ANYWHERE



HOUSING IS TIGHT, BUT HOUSING IS POSSIBLE



Steady 
INFLOW into 
homelessness

About 75% of the people 
falling into homelessness 
are circumstantially 
homeless and have very 
brief or relatively brief 
stays in emergency 
shelters.

Invigorated HOUSING 
FOCUSED SOLUTIONS* 
return system to inflow-
sized group with relatively 
BRIEF stays in emergency 
shelters * LL engagement, master 

leasing, relationship work, housing navigation

Good 
OUTFLOW into 

housing

CAPACITY in the 
homeless service system 
is restored. Navigation 
empties the overflow; 
Diversion begins to 

reduce inflow; housing 
begins to help outflow. 

STATE OF HOMELESSNESS IN MAINE: 7/22-12/22

About 25% have a bit longer 
stays in homelessness because 
they require a more significant 
intervention – such as RRH, 
Transitional Housing (DV and 
youth) or Permanent Supportive 
Housing (LTS/Chronic).

LTS continue to be housed 
and those numbers 
continued to slowly decrease.  
Veterans decrease again. 
Other by name list efforts and 
HUB Coordination begin to 
increase outflow.

Results are analyzed and 
strategies are optimized at the 
HUB and state level.  New 
services, housing, and 
coordination begin to optimize 
system.  



Housing navigators board the train and pull people off to put them one by one into housing until the train is at normal fullness. Train 
then gets back to normal efficient movement – shelter to housing.  (And this is a way better train.)   

HELP ARRIVES TO EMPTY THE TRAIN AND PUT IT BACK IN MOTION



Steady 
INFLOW into 
homelessness

About 75% of the people 
falling into homelessness are 
circumstantially homeless 
and are increasingly diverted 
or have brief stays in 
emergency shelters.  

More and more are diverted 
– never touch shelters.

Rapid Resolution and 
Diversion reduces inflow. 

Housing Focused Solutions 
continue. Shelters focus 

increasingly on 25% 
population. 

Good 
OUTFLOW into 

housing

CAPACITY in the 
homeless service system 

is restored. Diversion 
begins to reduce inflow; 

much more housing 
begins to help outflow. 

STATE OF HOMELESSNESS IN MAINE: 2023 

About 25% have a bit longer 
stays in homelessness because 
they require a more significant 
intervention – such as RRH, 
Transitional Housing (DV and 
youth) or Permanent Supportive 
Housing (LTS/Chronic). 

LTS and Veterans continue to 
be housed and those 
numbers trend toward zero. 

Other by name list efforts and 
HUB Coordination continue 
to increase outflow.

PSH/Affordable Housing arrives to 
target the 25%.  Results are 
analyzed and strategies are 
optimized at the HUB and state 
level.  New services, much more 
housing, and coordination/data 
analysis begin to optimize system.  
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